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+8.85%

+1.48%

-41.25%

Qbasis MF Trend Plus: ++

Qbasis MF Trend Plus finished April with a gain of +8.77%. The program benefited from long positions in US and Japanese indices and
from huge moves in base and precious metals. Being intentionally correlated to volatility, our intraday models welcomed this brief
uptick and generated stellar returns.
The rally in US stock indices marched onwards, continuing the upward move in equity markets. “Printed” US Dollars and Japanese
Yen have lead to inflation in asset values and a rare occurrence where simultaneous record highs in both stocks and bonds looks not
only possible but perhaps even normal! Gold sold off by 15% this month before seeing any bottom-fishing support while Copper and
Crude finished the month down 7% and 4% respectively. The remaining commodity markets (and even currencies) seem to be stuck
in nervous, yet limited, oscillations that continue to wait for some sort of serious breakout.
The program benefited from long positions in US and Japanese indices however these profits were toned down by the mid-month
shake-up that immediately followed the huge move in precious metals. Our short-term models in DAX saw a notably positive contribution. Similarly, wild moves in Japanese bonds dimmed the profits achieved in long positions in Italian, French and Canadian
bonds. Mean-reversion in Bunds was mildly negative. Failure to reverse short GBP positions, combined with EUR price consolidation
dampened the positive effect of short Yen positions whilst performance in MXN and NZD was positive. The opposite was the case in
AUD and CHF. It was a month of clear trend/swing trading in both precious and basic metals and the program squeezed profits out
of the situation to the best of its ability. With the exception of Palladium, both long and short-term trading of metal contracts lead to
handsome pay-offs. It is worth noting that in the sub-sectors of Crude and Precious Metals, the big break-down moves were immediately followed by substantial reactive corrections. Nevertheless, the unique design of our “V-protection” model worked hand-in-hand
with our “early-trend-recognition” features to;
1)
2)

Mitigate the negative effect of these counter-trend reactions
Secure the significant portion of the profits achieved in the break-out

Minor losses in Wheat, Soy and Rapeseed trading added up and managed to push the sector into negative territory whilst Corn and
Palm Oil were positive overall. Cocoa, Coffee and Sugar had a positive Long-Term result but failed to do the same in terms of swingtrades. Since the composite performance in Meats was neutral, the downward correction in Cotton can be blamed for the sector’s
negative outcome.
The move in Crude and Gold triggered a brief explosion of volatility across all related sectors. Being intentionally correlated to volatility, our intraday models welcomed this event with open arms. Aside from a weak / negative performance in sectors such as grains and
bonds, trading in stock-index contracts, Crude-derivative contracts, Natural Gas and Gold was, simply put, absolutely stellar. Midcap
and Gold were the most notable winners here.
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This document has been prepared solely for informational purposes. It is neither an offer nor is it in any way intended to replace a personal consultation with an expert. Shares of Qbasis Futures Fund are not being offered publicly and no action has been taken to permit or otherwise register the public distribution of shares in any jurisdiction. No information in this report is designed for U.S. citizens or permanent U.S. residents. Prospective investors should take appropriate investment advice and inform themselves as to applicable legal requirements, exchange control regulations and taxes in the countries of their citizenship, residence or domicile. Subscriptions for interests in the Qbasis Futures Fund are
to be made on the terms of the relevant prospectus or offering document and no reliance should be placed on the information contained herein. Past performance is not necessarily
indicative of future results. The price of investments can go down as well as up and may be affected by changes in rates of exchange. An investor may not get back the amount invested. A loss of the entire amount invested cannot be precluded.Please refer to the Qbasis Futures Fund prospectus or offering document for further details of the financial commitments and risks involved in connection with an investment in such funds. The information contained in this document is subject to updating and verification and may be subject to
amendment. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy of the information contained in this document and no liability is accepted for any such information. This
document and the information contained within it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you are not the named
addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this document or any of the information contained within it. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. Qbasis Invest is a product line of Systrade Asset Management AG.
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